Despite the many literary studies on the theme of amorous gazing, no historian of literature or art has ever discussed the motif of lovers gazing mutually into each other’s eyes. Literary love gazing is for the most part one way, either a dart-like glance from the beloved which penetrates the lover’s eyes and wounds his heart, or an equally devastating glance of the lover at the physical beauty of the beloved. As love’s metaphors of darts, arrows, wounds and sickness imply, the lover is too overwhelmed to ‘fire’ back amorous glances of his own. Mutuality then is less important to most literary love gazing than metaphors of one-sided devastation and surrender before the irresistible power of erotic desire.

The present study will explore the motif of mutual gazing in love themes, with a focus on Renaissance works and their earlier sources. As we shall see, these works represent a love which is essentially reciprocal and non-violent, a love often conjugal and free from the devastation of eros so important for the more common literary motif of one way glances.

That love starts from sight and is intimately connected to it is already a commonplace in ancient love poetry. Despite this, not many texts speak of mutual gazing. Ovid’s Amores mentions an ocular ‘discourse of my eyes’ which ‘secretly receive and send forth, these signals of our love’. At the same time, one of Propertius’ Cynthia poems reads, ‘While fate allows, let us feed our eyes with love. A long night comes and day will not return.’ Here the eyes sum up all that is physical and satiable before the long night of death. The same mutual and erotic ocular feeding appears at least implicitly in the more famous opening lines of Lucretius’ De Rerum Natura (The Nature of Things), where Mars lies in the lap of Venus. It
was this passage which inspired so many Renaissance and Baroque pictures of various lap-lying lovers gazing into each other’s eyes.7

By far the most influential text, either directly or indirectly, was Plato’s *Phaedrus*. There, we find a discussion of amorous and spiritual sight as a stream of love particles radiating out from the eyes of the lover to those of the beloved, reflecting back to the lover again. ‘Wherefore as she [the man’s soul] gazes upon the boy’s beauty, she admits a flood of particles streaming therefrom – that is why we speak of a “flood of passion”’.8 According to Plato, this

flood of passion, pours in upon the lover, and part of it is absorbed within him, but when he can contain no more, the rest flows away outside him: and as a breath of wind or an echo, rebounding from a smooth hard surface, goes back to its place of origin, even so the stream of beauty turns back and re-enters the eyes of the fair beloved . . . whereby the soul of the beloved in its turn is filled with love.9

Plato’s lover at this point is ‘like one who has caught a disease of the eye from another, he cannot account for it, not realizing that his lover is as it were a mirror in which he holds himself.’10

Closely derived from this Platonic model was a fourth-century (A.D.) romance by the Greek poet Achilles Tatius. In it, the lover Clinias asserts that the sight of his beloved is more pleasurable than the joys of lovemaking.

And why so? Because the eyes, when encountering each other, receive bodily impressions, as in a looking glass, and the reflection of beauty glancing into the soul, begets union, even in separation . . . the eye is a wondrous vehicle of love and constant intercourse is most influential in begetting kindly feelings.11

Later, in another episode, we read that

lovers find their chief delight in gazing upon the beloved; . . . the pleasure conceived by the eyes flows through them into the mind, bears along with it the image of the beloved and impresses its form upon the mirror of the soul.12

The notion of the beloved’s eyes, face, or soul as a mirror derives from Plato, as we have seen, and becomes a common topic in troubadour poetry.13 One well-known example is Gottfried von Strassburg’s thirteenth-century romance, *Tristan and Isolde*, in which Isolde’s eyes are described as follows: ‘There was scarce a pair of eyes to whom her two mirrors were not a marvel and a delight.’14 Later, the two lovers drink the love potion and ‘became one and unified now who had previously been
two and disparate; the two were no longer at odds with one another. . . they were so joined in love that each was clearer than a looking-glass to the other. They had one heart between them.15

If this theme of mirroring eyes and lovers as mirrors also found positive visual expression in scenes combining unicorns and mirror-holding virgins, a popular late medieval allegory of love,16 it also appeared as an object of ridicule in Renaissance images mocking the outmoded and morally suspect world of courtly romance. Such criticism is clear in an anonymous fifteenth-century German woodcut where two mutually gazing lovers sit beneath a monkey gazing into a mirror.17 The young man here is being made an ape of, as the inscription reads. The ocular rapture he experiences blinds him to the thieving hand of his beloved (presumably a prostitute) who picks his pocket. Another fifteenth-century German print, this by the Master E.S., makes a similar point with its male dressed as a fool, his moronic grinning face reflected in a mirror held by a prostitute. Lust obviously makes fools of all humanity, especially those who couch their base desire in the lofty forms and metaphors of courtly love.18

If these texts and images invoke the Platonic and courtly conceit of eyes as mirrors reflecting the lover’s soul, they rarely focus in on the theme of interlocking vision so important for later authors and artists. Important in this regard is one of the most famous and influential of all medieval romances, Guido delle Colonne’s Historia Destructionis Troiae, written in 1287.19 Guido’s description of Paris’ first encounter with Helen is a classic of mutual gazing.

With the greatest eagerness Paris placed himself close to Helen, without disregarding the limits of modesty, and while he was fixing his gaze upon her eyes, Helen returned his glance as he watched with the answering reply of her glances. . . . Because she was completely consumed by a desire to look at Paris, she did not turn her eyes away to watch anything else. When Paris saw her caressing him with her eyes, he rejoiced that his eyebeams were mingled with Helen’s eyebeams. Thus through reciprocal and pleasing glances they revealed to each other that they agreed together in the violence of their mutual love . . .20

If this text shows the erotic power of glances and gazing in the middle ages,21 it also speaks of the ocular ability to communicate thoughts and to signal agreement, especially of an amorous kind. A more chaste and faithful love is described in ocular metaphors in Hildegard of Bingen who distinguished between ravenous, violent and erotic gazing and a gentler sort expressing a virtuous accord between the sexes. Her men most apt for love ‘can have an honorable and fruitful association with women, but they can also withhold, and regard them with looks of affection and
moderation. For the eyes of such men come admirably into accord [symphonizant] with those women, whereas the eyes of other men are [fixed] on them like arrows. She goes on in the next few lines to speak of such masculine love as a 'bridled prudence,' ['temperata prudentia'] a clear reference to the controlling of passion and appetite which was essential to all noble and sacred love. Hildegard's sense of a bridled and spiritual male gaze harmonizing with female eyes echoes typical medieval ethical doctrines of restraint, moderation, and prudence as cardinal virtues of higher love. Her notion of tempered amorous passion may even have drawn on the Platonic allegory, found in the Phaedrus, of the charioteer controlling his horses—the basis for many medieval allegories of the mind controlling the passions, reason bridling the senses.

Also celebrating chaste and faithful love in ocular metaphors is Chrétien de Troyes' Cligés. Describing the first encounter of the hero Cligés with the fair maiden, Fenice, Chrétien brings us closer to the kind of conjugal gazing seen later in Renaissance portraits.

Cligés, under the sway of love, let his eyes rest on her covertly... Blithely he looks upon the maid, but does not note that she repays him in kind. Not flattering him but in sincere love, she gives him her eyes, and takes back his... she knows nothing except that he is fair, and that, if she is ever to love any one for beauty's sake, she need not seek elsewhere to bestow her heart. She handed over to him the possession of her eyes and heart, and he pledged his in turn to her.

The above quotations should make clear that the Platonic idea of sight beaming back and forth from mirror-like eyes and carrying the soul (or heart) with it was well known to medieval literature. Along with it came the notion of sight as the most spiritual of the five senses, an idea found in many other ancient authors as well. There was, as is well known, a traditional ranking of the senses from noble sight and hearing down to ignoble smell and taste and finally bestial touch. An interesting examples of this comes from a thirteenth-century poem, the Romance of Flamenca.

When two lovers, true and sincere,
Look in each other's eyes in clear
And perfect love, why then I think
Such joy into each heart doth sink
That the pure bliss it doth impart
Will heal and nourish every heart.
The eyes, through which travels and passes
That joy which in the heart amasses,
So loyal are they that withhold
For their use nothing that they behold,
Whereas the mouth, of every kiss
Retains some portion of the bliss
For its own use, thus savoring
It ere the heart gets anything...

Those others who with careless ease
Kiss, and then wander as they please
In matters far more intimate,
Pause not for things so delicate.
Yet some men rightly don’t despise
The rapture kindled in the eyes
Which they forget not nor dismiss
Even for touch, embrace, or kiss
They do not know exactly what
It is, but they are soundly taught
By Reason, Grace, and Mind to feel
That kisses are the faithful seal
Of that joy which true love creates,
Of which the eyes become the gates,
Gates pure and shining and serene.\(^{27}\)

Here we have one of the clearest examples of spiritual or rational mutual gazing between lovers, a love refined above the baser, less ‘serene’ senses of taste and touch, kisses and embraces. This of course is the kind of love ideally enjoyed by husband and wife, the chaste love of such virgin couples as Henry II and Cunegunde or the legendary Saint Cecilia and Valerian.\(^{28}\)
It is also the Neoplatonic love celebrated by Ficino in his *Commentary on Plato’s Symposium* (c. 1475) where the medieval hierarchy of the five senses is discussed with respect to love.\(^{29}\) Closer to our theme are Ficino’s comments on amorous sight and the beloved’s beauty in which he uses the familiar Platonic and courtly metaphor of mirroring.

A lover imprints a likeness of the loved one upon his soul, and so the soul of the lover becomes a mirror in which is reflected the image of the loved one. Thereupon, when the lover recognizes himself in the lover, he is forced to love him.\(^{30}\)

Although there is no mention of intertwined eyebeams, it is implied in the context of love gazing and is made explicit in Castiglione’s later, popularized discussion in the *Cortegiano* (1527), clearly based on Ficino. I quote from Hoby’s English translation of 1561, one of numerous translations and editions from the time. As guides in love,

the eyes shoote, and like sorcerers bewitch, and especially when by a right line they send their glistening beames into the eyes of the wight beloved, at the time when they do the like, because the spirits meete together, and in that encounter the one taketh the other’s nature and qualitie.\(^{31}\)
Fig. 1: Fra Filippo Lippi, *Portrait of a Man and a Woman at a Casement*, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
Fig. 2: Bartholomäus Zeitblom, *Marriage Portrait*, Heinz Kisters Collection, Kreuzlinger, (Switzerland)
It was through Castiglione and possibly Bruno’s *Candelai*o of 1582\(^{32}\) that the theme of amorous souls linked by reciprocal gazing became so common in Elizabethan poetry,\(^{33}\) finding its greatest expression in Donne’s *The Extasie.*\(^{34}\)

\[\text{* * *} \]

This tradition of spiritual, mutual gazing in which hearts could intertwine along eye-beams seems to lie behind two hitherto perplexing Renaissance conjugal portraits: Fra Filippo Lippi’s painting of around 1445 in the Metropolitan Museum\(^{35}\) (fig. 1) and Bartholomäus Zeitblom’s picture of c. 1505 in the Heinz Kisters collection in Kreuzlingen, Switzerland (fig. 2).\(^{36}\) Although neither works shows the man and woman in the same plane with eyes that convincingly meet, this seems more a question of difficulties in spatial handling than aesthetic intention. If the husbands and wives are not meant to be looking at each other, what could these strange compositions possibly mean? When we remember that the conjugal bond was one of souls uniting in reciprocal fidelity, (even if bodies were expected to follow suit), the window gazing motif emerges as a perfect device to bring out the spiritual nature of matrimonial union. For the wall between man and wife prohibited any physical embracing and other less sacred exchanges. This value to the window and to the gazing motif would have only been enhanced by drawing on the familiar metaphor of the eye as the soul’s window,\(^{37}\) the ‘windows’ of sacramental love whereby souls mingled in perfect harmony.

Looking a little deeper at these two works, we find a much richer background to the window-gazing motif in its echoes of Canticles 2:9: ‘Behold he standeth behind our wall, looking through the windows, looking through the lattices . . .’\(^{38}\) A number of late medieval and fifteenth-century scenes of the Annunciation even show God the spouse looking through the window at Mary,\(^{39}\) his mystical bride. Other medieval and Renaissance illustrations of Canticles 2:9, including a thirteenth-century illustration from a *Bible moralisée*\(^{40}\) (fig. 3) and a drawing by Marten de Vos (fig. 4),\(^ {41}\) show a mutually gazing groom and bride. Presumably, this window gazing in Lippi, Zeitbloom, and de Vos drew on a passage from one of the most famous of Canticles commentaries, the twelfth-century sermons of Gilbert of Hoyland which continued those of Bernard of Clairvaux left incomplete at his death. Copied along with Bernard’s sermons in numerous medieval manuscripts, Gilbert’s sermons were also printed in at least fifteen editions by 1560. In Canticles 4:9: ‘Thou hast wounded my heart with one of thy eyes,’ he writes,

Do not hesitate, O bride, to aim such weapons at your Spouse. Use devout glances as darts . . . pierce him with wound after wound. Happy are you if your
arrows are fixed in him . . . if your eye is fixed upon him unwearingly . . . aim at him the arrows of a pure gaze . . . For no sound health is there where there are no wounds inflicted by the loving gaze of Christ. One gaze challenges another; therefore try to wound him with your view from afar. Let your eyes be ever upon the Lord, that he many be captured in the glances of your love.42

In John of Ford’s sermons on the Canticles, which in turn completed the verses left unexplained by Gilbert, we read,

To behold the majesty of God, the wisdom of God, the goodness of God, they had no need of relying on many steps or immersing themselves in the complications of disputed points. They had simply to return the gaze of their
beloved, standing behind our wall, and gazing on us through the window of our senses. Only the thickness of one wall, only one step, separated them from the ineffable contemplation of the eternal light which is in heaven.43

Earlier in the same sermon, John of Ford develops at some length the eschatological nature of the soul’s mutual gazing with God. Such gazing in the next world, of course, draws on Paul’s ‘face to face’ sight from 1 Corinthians 13:12. We see such eschatological seeing in a twelfth-century illustration of the Canticles which depicts Christ and his triumphant bride enthroned beside Him (fig. 5).44 At the right, through the window, past the wall of sin and flesh, is Christ’s other bride, the human soul, here labelled ‘saved humanity,’ and clearly waiting for the ‘face to face’ sight enjoyed by Virgin-Ecclesia. In a more general context, mutual gazing could evoke the reciprocal love and union between God and the human soul. Such ocular metaphors appear as a leitmotif in Nicolas of Cusa’s fifteenth-century mystical treatise De Visione Dei (The Vision of God).

When I look unto thee alone with all my attention, nor ever turn aside the eyes of my mind, because Thou dost enfold me with They constant regard.45

In a chapter entitled ‘On Seeing Face to Face’, Nicolas writes, ‘O Lord my God, the longer I look upon Thy face, the more keenly dost Thou seem to turn the glance of Thine eyes upon me.’46

With this tradition of window motifs and mutual gazing, we can see in a new light the gazing which goes on between Mary and Christ, bride and groom, in so many Renaissance and Baroque paintings. Francesco Traini’s Princeton Madonna and Child (c. 1345) for example, combines mutual gazing with the coral amulet hanging around Christ’s neck, a common apotropaic device of the time used to protect babies from the evil eye.47 Clearly, he is enjoying the good eye here, the eye of the bride, of the church, of the human soul pledged to him.48 John of Ford even speaks of such mutual conjugal gazing between the Virgin and Child.49 If scenes of the Virgin and Child seem to employ Canticles gazing, so do images of the Lamentation which stress the open eyes of Mary next to the closed eyes of the dead Christ, eyes which cannot now reciprocate her love. Though many works could be cited, Bellini’s Brera Lamentation is certainly one of the most poignant examples. Another variation is the kind of mutual gazing which often goes on between Christ and the eldest magus in scenes of the ‘Adoration of the Magi.’

This, then, is the context for understanding Lippi’s and Zeitblom’s marriage portraits with their mutual gazing through the window. The reference to the Canticles defines their love as sacramental, as based on the union between Christ and his Church, mystical groom and bride. The basis
Fig. 5: *Sponsus and Sponsa*, frontispiece to a 12th-century, South German ms. of Honorius Augustodunensis, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Ms. lat. 4450, fol. Iv.
of this sacramental connection of course is Ephesians 5:25, ‘Husbands, love your wives, as Christ also loved the church and gave himself for it.’ In this sense, Lippi’s painting parallels Jan van Eyck’s contemporary Arnolfini Wedding which also clearly establishes the mystical marriage of Christ to the Church as the basis for sacramental matrimony. In the Van Eyck, the Passion brings out the sacramental archetype which human marriage imitates; in the Lippi and the Zeitblom, the Canticles window effects this connection while pointing up the spiritual, mutual, and faithful aspect of conjugal love more generally.

With this understanding, it is now possible to understand what Ishrahel van Meckenem and his wife wanted to convey in his engraved self-portrait of around 1400 (fig. 6). Though scholars have noted Meckenem’s general debt to Roman tomb reliefs, antique models with mutual gazing between husband and wife have not yet been cited. One of a number of such reliefs dates from the late first century B.C. and can be found in the Museo Nazionale delle Terme. (fig. 7) Such Roman precedents aside, Lippi, Zeitblom, and Meckenem took advantage of a posture which could express conjugal love in non-physical, tranquil, and mutual terms. This would also have suited the rules of decorum which generally prohibited public displays of physical love between husband and wife. In turn, the decorousness of mutual gazing made it ideal for the ‘unmentionable’ love Dürer explored in his woodcut, The Men’s Bath (fig. 8). That love was his theme is clear enough from the carnation held by the right-hand gazer, this being an emblem of love in many Northern Renaissance conjugal portraits, including Zeitblom’s. If Dürer’s love here is erotic, as suggested by the very phallic water faucet, the juxtaposition of genitalia and mouth, and the ambiguous position of the left gazer’s right hand, the emphasis on mutual gazing helps raise their affection to a more socially acceptable, Neoplatonic plane. Interesting is the motif of the ‘amator exclusus,’ the jealous lover who can only watch from the other side of the wall in the left rear. His gaze is ignored by the pair of lovers in the foreground in a similar way to that seen in Bosch’s scene of amorous Envy from the Prado Seven Deadly Sins.

Though sight and not touch was the acceptable way to express love in most fifteenth and early sixteenth-century Northern art, one would have expected examples of at least one kind of touching basic to conjugal iconography, the marriage rite of joined right hands or ‘dextrarum iunction.’ This gesture does appear in antique conjugal reliefs where eyes and hands thereby meet but it rarely appeared in later conjugal portraits. Either hands meet and eyes do not, or the reverse is seen. In sixteenth-century Venice, however, artists did not hesitate to combine interlocked eyes with kissing and the most erotic kind of touching. The art of Titian, Veronese, and other Venetian painters is full of erotic
Fig. 6: Israhel van Meckenem, *Double Portrait of Israhel van Meckenem and His Wife Ida*, engraving, ca. 1490, National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.

Fig. 7: *Roman tomb relief of a Married Couple*, c. 13 BC – AD 5, Museo Nazionale delle Terme, Rome
Fig. 8: Albrecht Dürer, *The Men's Bath*, Woodcut ca. 1497, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
scenes, some of them conjugal, in which eyes and bodies intertwine. Otto Brendel and others have shown that Titian’s Venus imagery plays with the Ficinesque idea of love through the various senses, notably fashionable through the writings of Castiglione and Bembo. While Otto Brendel sees these paintings moving up a Neoplatonic hierarchy of the senses from hearing to sight, the prevalence of touch in the Berlin Venus and the Organist works against this hierarchical interpretation (fig. 9). To me, especially in light of Titian’s Marriage Portrait in the Louvre with its erotic and yet profound touching, the Venetian painter was less interested in hierarchies of sense than in reconciling opposites, sight and touch, and bringing a new organic wholeness to love’s physical expression.

Similar to Titian’s mingling of senses is Jan Saenredam’s engraved series on the five senses based on designs by Goltzius. Each sense is explored in terms of love. Touch, recognized by its familiar emblem the biting turtle, seems just as much an image of taste (imminent kissing), smell (flowers), and sight (fig. 10). Though parallels in Netherlandish poetry could probably be discovered, one thinks of similar lines from Shakespeare’s Venus and Adonis, which read, ‘Look in mine eye-balls, there thy beauty lies: / Then why not lips on lips, since eyes in eyes’ (II. 119-20). On the other hand, Goltzius’ image of Sight, symbolized by the usual mirror, introduces a conspicuous breast touching, mingling the most spiritual with the most physical kind of union (fig. 11). Like Titian, Goltzius seems less concerned with a Platonic hierarchy of the senses that with overlapping one onto another, each mingling in a synthetic chord of anatomical delight and physical affection. No doubt both artists would have been frustrated by gestures of sight alone: the High Renaissance dramatic aesthetic demanded moving bodies and a love conveyed through intertwined, ‘touching’ forms.

Our final image is an engraving by Annibale Carracci entitled Reciprocal Love which reproduces a slightly earlier, anonymous Venetian painting now in the Vienna museum (fig. 12). Because the print’s inscription refers specifically to reciprocal love, it is more useful to our argument than the painting. Like Titian and Goltzius, Carraci’s print also combines reciprocal gazing and touching in a beautiful harmony amid a ‘Golden Age’ landscape suited to a pure and noble sensuality. Roughly contemporary with Annibale’s print is the most famous lyric to speak of mutual gazing, a poem which also joins ocular communion with that of the hands, evoking in the latter love’s physical dimension as well as the conjugal rite of joined hands. This of course is John Donne’s The Extasie, which also situates its lovers in an idyllic garden.

Where, like a pillow on a bed,  
A pregnant bank swelled up, to rest
Fig. 10: Jan Saenredam, *Touch*, engraving B.99 after a design by Hendrik Goltzius, Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.
Fig. 11: Jan Saenredam, *Sight*, engraving B.95 after a design by Hendrik Goltzius, Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.
Fig. 12: Annibale Carracci, *Reciprocal Love*, engraving, Baltimore Museum of Art
The violet’s reclining head,
Sat we two, one another’s best.
Our hands were firmly cemented
With a fast balm, which thence did spring;
Our eye-beams twisted, and did thread
Our eyes, upon one double string,
So to intergraft our hands, as yet
Was all the means to make us one,
And pictures in our eyes to get
Was all our propagation.
As, 'twixt two equal armies, Fate
Suspends uncertain victory,
Our souls (which to advance their state,
Were gone out) hung 'twixt her and me
And whilst our souls negotiate there,
We like sepulchral statues lay;
All day, the same our postures were,
And we said nothing all the day.61

Here, the sepulchral immobility of forms seems to exclude sexual union in favor of the more spiritual ecstasy of souls meeting through hands and particularly eye-beams which touch. If Donne’s poem is the most majestic verbal image of mutual gazing, we have already seen a fairly extensive body of antique and Renaissance works, literary and pictoral, which give this motif vivid and memorable expression. From Fra Filippo’s sacramental gazing to the idyllic eroticism of Carracci’s Baroque garden and Donne’s lyrics, we have a progression from the restrained and austere to the sensual, and yet a progression which maintains the same lofty seriousness of the Lippi. After the Baroque, the sacramental and the sensuous, the sacred and the profane, could never intertwine like Donne’s eye-beams, souls meeting though bodies. After the seventeenth century, the motif of mutual gazing would be more sentimental than a mystery of caritas sublimating eros. Watered down to the level of countless modern advertisements, it can be touching in a momentary way, but the Renaissance fusion of eye and spirit, in part dependent on the incorrect optical notion of projecting eye-beams, has become a beautiful thing of the past.
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Notes
This article is part of a series of studies on the iconography of sight and touch. As such, it is dedicated to one of the world’s authorities on the ‘Five Senses’ topic, Carl Nordenfalk, Director of the National Museum in Stockholm. Dr Nordenfalk has kindly supplied me with bibliographic material and his own articles have blazed a trail down which I tread. His future book surveying the iconography of the ‘Five Senses’ in Western art is eagerly awaited.
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